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Let o: G:-- G be a wrapped covering of graphs and let G be embedded in a surface S. It is 
known that if the embedding of G in S is orientable, then this embedding may be lifted to an 
orientable embedding of G in S. In this paper, we generalize this result by showing that the 
embedding of G in S may be lifted to an embedding of G in S, where S has the same 
orientability characteristic as that of S. Furthermore, w extends to a branched covering 
B: S+ S of surfaces and the restriction of B to the dual of G is a wrapped covering onto the 
dual of G. These results were applied to obtain genus embeddings of composition graphs 
G[&] from embeddings of the graph G. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of wrapped quasi-covering (the word quasi will be omitted) was 
introduced in [6,8] and used to obtain genus embedding of graphs. We assume 
that the reader is familiar with this theory and the theory of current and voltage 
graphs. A knowledge of embedding schemes and the work of Stahl [9,10] will be 
very helpful. [ 111 is an excellent book on the subject. 
A graph is a finite connected CW-complex. If G has no loops and no multiple 
edges, then G is simpliciul. For any graph we may choose a preferred direction 
for each open edge (edge without endpoints). Thus, if e denotes an edge of G 
with the preferred direction, e-’ denotes the same edge with the opposite 
direction. Hence, each edge gives rise to two arcs. 
Let G be a graph and p = (p”: r~ E V(G)} be a rotation system, where pV is a 
cyclic permutation of all arcs directed out of V. It is well known that these 
rotation systems determine all the (cellular) embeddings of G in orientable 
surfaces. A (generalized) embedding scheme for G is a pair (p, a), where p is a 
rotation system and A is a voltage map defined on the arcs of G with values in Zz. 
It is proven in [9] that every embedding scheme (p, A) determines an embedding 
of G in some surface, and every embedding of G is determinei? by such a scheme. 
To make the proofs in this paper easier to read, we describe (as in [9]) how an 
embedding scheme (p, A) gives an embedding of G in some surface. First, we 
construct the derived graph G” which is a 2-fold cover of G and define a rotation 
system pa on G’ by lifting pV to the vertex (v, 0) and pi’ to (v, 1). This rotation 
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system embeds G” in an orientable surface S’. The regions of this embedding (all 
give? specific orientation say counterclockwise) can be partitioned into pairs 
(8, R} with R #R so that the oriented boundaries of R and fi project to inverse 
walks in G. Next, we form a collection %’ of regions by taking only one region 
from each pair to be in Ce. Let (&, Zz, . . . , ii&) be the oriented boundary of a 
region R in %, where Zi is a lift of the arc ej in G. Let P(R) denote a plane 
polygon whose oriented boundary is labelled (e,, e2, . . . , e,). Then each edge of 
G occurs twice as the side of some P(R). An identification of the ed,ges in 
boundaries of the polygons in P(q) = {P(R) : l? E Z} yields a cellular embedding 
of G in some surface S. The orientability of S can be determined by looking at the 
cycles of G. S is orientable iff each cycle of G is &trivial (that is, the number of 
edges e with L(e) = 1 is even in any cycle). For a detailed construction and other 
results see [9]. In this paper, we assume that all embeddings are cellular 
embedding in closed surfaces. 
A wrapped covering (w.c.) o: e + G of a graph G onto G is continuous 
surjection which maps the vertices of G onto the vertices of G and the arcs of G 
onto those of G preserving the preferred direction, and satisfies the following two 
conditions: 
(a) there is a positive integer N (called the multiplicity of w) such that for each 
edge e of G, we have lo-‘(e)1 = N; and 
(b) for each vertex B E V(e). there is a positive integer S(ii) (called the 
wrapping index of o at ii) such that, if v = o(C), then for each edge e of G which 
is directed into (out of) v, there are a(@) edges of G in o-‘(e) directed into (out 
of) fi. 
Notice that if o-l(v) = {a,, ti2, . . . , fir}, then a(&) + S(fi,) + l l l + 6(&) = 
AL If 6(q) > 1 for some @i in O-'(V), then v is called a singular vertex of 6. If 
S(@) = 1 for each v E V(G), then o is a covering projection. 
2. Doa! embeddhg 
Let G be embedded in a surface S by an embedding scheme (p, A) as described 
in the introduction. Let G* be the dual graph of G in S. Now, we define a dual 
embedding scheme (p*, A*) on C* which gives the “same” embedding of G* in S. 
First, let p* be the dual rotation of p; that is, if v* is a vertex of G* in the region 
R V’ with oriented boundary (e,, e2, p . . , ek), then we define p$ = 
( e:, ez*, . . . , e,*). Next, we define f ..*. If v* is a vertex of G* in the region Rum, 
then there is a pair of regions {!&,., l?,,*} of the embedding of G” in S’ where the 
oriented boundary of one of which, say R,., projects to the oriented boundary of 
R,. and the oriented boundary of the other projects to the oriented boundary of 
R,. in the reverse direction. Denote by (v*, 0) the vertex of (G*)* in the region 
R,. and by (v*, 1) the vertex of (GA)* in the region &,., Now, if e* = (u*, v*) is 
an arc in G*, let e’* = ((u*, i), (v*, j)) be any lift of e* in (G*)*. We define 
n*(e*) = i +j (mod 2). 
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This dual embedding scheme (p*, A*) gives the “same” embedding of G* in S 
(see Theorem 2 in [9]). 
Now let o : G-* G be a W.C. of a graph G onto G, and let (p, A) be an 
embedding scheme for G. We lift (p, A) to an embedding scheme (p, A) for G as 
follows: Let p be any rotation system on G which is wrapped relative to o and p 
(i.e. wp = PO); and let i be defined by @?) = A(e) where e’ and e are arcs in G 
and G respectively, satisfying o(Z) = e. 
The embedding scheme (p, 1) embeds G in some surface S. We generalize the 
duality theorem (Theorem 2 in [6]) to the case when both S and S are 
non-orientable. We start with 
Lemma 1. Let 6.1: G-, G be a W.C. and let (p, A) be an embedding scheme for G. 
Let (p, A) be the lifted embedding scheme for G as defined above. If e’: G’-+ G 
and 0: GA+ G are the natural covering projections of the derived graphs G” and 
G” onto G and G respectively, then there is a W.C. W : G’+ GA such that Fig. 1 
commutes. Furthermore, the rotation Ji” on G’ is wrapped relative to W and p’ 
on G? 
Proof. For each vertex 8 of G such that o(a) = v E V(G) define W((0,O)) = 
(v, 0) and W((Zr, 1)) = (v, 1); that is W((v, i)) = (o(D), i) for each 0 E V(G) and 
i = 0, 1. Clearly, W is W.C. with the same wrapping index at both (Zr, 0) and (a, 1) 
which is equal to that of o at 8. Furthermore, since the local rotations & and pV 
lift up to (a, 0) and (v, 0) respectively, while (&)-’ and p;’ lift up to (0,l) and 
(v, 1) respectively; and since p is wrapped relative to o and p, it follows that PA 
is wrapped relative to W and aA. El 
The rotations @ and $ embed the graphs G’ and G” in some orientable 
surfaces S’ and S’ respectively. Thus, by the daulity theorem (Theorem 2 in [6]), 
there is a branched covering 3 ; s ‘- 5’ of surfaces uch that the restriction of D 
to G’ is W (see Fig. 2). 
NOW, we want to choose a collection %’ from the embedding of G’ in S’ so 
that the side identification of the polygons in g(V) will give an embedding of G 
in a surface S via (p, X). 
For each pair of regions {I?, l?} of GA: in S’, we choose the region, say l?, 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
which projects via D to a region R in % so that R belongs to V. Notice that %’ 
contains only one region from each such pair. Thus, the side identification of the 
regions in 9(V) = {P(R) : I? E W} produces an embedding of G in a surface s 
via the embedding scheme (p, 1). This is the embedding that we will be referring 
to in the remainder of the paper. 
iPJotice that there is a natural branched covering B: S+ S of surfaces which 
maps each region P(R) in 2? to the region P(D(R)) in S by some complex map 
z + zn. This agrees with the branched covering D on R which wraps the oriented 
boundary of P(R) around the oriented boundary of P(D(R)) n-times (see [6] 
page 64-66). Furthermore, the restriction of B to G is o. 
Now, let us look at the duals G* and G* of G and G in s and S respectively. 
For each region P(R) in 9(V) let R = P(D(R)) in P(Z). We construct a vertex 
in the center of the region P(R) and draw a line segment from it to the midpoint 
of each arc in the boundary of P(R); and we do the same for R (see Fig. 3). 
Each of these line segments represents half an edge of the dual graphs. Thus, 
the restriction of B to G* is a wrapped covering y: G* + G*, where the wrapping 
index of y at a vertex e* of G* above the vertex V* of 43” is equal to the 
branching index of B at v *. This completes the proof of the following. 
Theorem 2. Let o: G-, G be a W.C. and let G be embedded in a surface S by an 
embedding scheme (p, A). Let G be embedded in a surface S by the embedding 
scheme (j$ x) which is a lift of (p, A). If @ and G* are the duals of l? and G in S 
and S respectively, then o extends to a branched covering B: S-* S of surfaces 
such that 
(1) the restriction of B to G is o; 
(2) the restriction of B to G* is a W.C. y: G*-, G*; and 
(3) the branch points of B occur at those vertices of G and G* which map to the 
singrlar vertices of G and G* (relative to o and y) and their branching indices are 
equal to the their wrapping indices. 
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Now, we study the relationship between the duai embedding schemes (p*, i*) 
and (p*, A*) of (p, 1) and (p, A) respectively in Theorem 2. We claim that 
(p*, I*) is a lift of (p*, A*) to G* via y (see Fig. 4). 
Notice first that B wraps the oriented boundary of each region P(R) of G 
around the oriented boundary of the region B(P(@) of G. Thus, B (and so y) 
wraps the oriented edges of G* at 3 around the oriented edges of G* at 
V* = y(p); that is p* is wrapped relative to y and p*. Thus, we only have to 
show that if F= (3, ?) is an arc in G* such that y(F) = e* = (u*, v*), an arc 
in G*, then i*(z) = P(e*) (see Fig. 5). 
,* 
. G 
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Fig. 4. 
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Let e*= ((PA*, i), (v*, j)) be a lift of e* in CC”>*. Thus, L*(e*) = i +j. Let 
(7)’ = ((u^F, i’), (3, j’)) be a lift of e* in @)*. Then i = i’ and j = j’. Indeed, if 
(u*, i) is in the region a of c”, then (p, i’) is in a region k E D-‘(R); and so 
i=Oifandonlyifk%, o&E%‘, or?= 0. Similarly j = j’. But (7)’ is a lift of 
Fin (G”)*. Thus i*(F) = i’ + j’ = i + j = n*(e*), and we have 
Lemma 3. Under the assumption of Theorem 2, the dual embedding scheme 
(p”, i*) on G* is a lift of the dual embedding scheme (p*, A*) on G*. 
Notice that, the restriction cy: (G”)* + (GA)* of D to (G’)* in Fig. 4 is a W.C. 
by Theorem 2 of [4]. Furthermore, the diagram of Fig. 4 commutes. 
3. Current-voltage daa!s 
Let (G, r, +) be a current graph with currents in an abelian group f and let G 
be embedded in a surface S by an embedding scheme (p, A). Let (H, r, #) be the 
dual voltage graph of G embedded in S with the dual embedding scheme 
(p*, P). Also, let H* be the derived graph of H with embedding scheme -- 
(p*, n*) which is a lift of (p*, A*). Then (p*, A*) embeds the graph H@ in some 
surface s; and3 y: He-H is the natural covering projection, by Theorem 2, we 
may extend y to a branched covering B: s+ S. Let G be the dual of H@ in s and 
let (6 ‘) = (p**, F*) be the dual embedding scheme of (p*, n*) on G. Again, 
by Theorem 2, the restriction o: G+ G of B to G is a W.C. Let (p**, A**) be the 
dual embedding scheme of (p*, A*) on G. 
Notice that, the two embedding schemes (p, A) and (p**, a**) give the same 
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embedding of G in S. Finally, let (p, 1) be a lift of (p, A) to G relative to o (see 
Fig. 6). 
Now, we study the properties of the graph G and its embedding in S. AXI 
important fact to notice is that since the embedding schemes @, 1) and (p, i) are 
lifts of (p**, A**) and (p, A*) respectively, and (p**, A**) and (p, A) give the 
same embedding of G in S, it follows that (p, x) and (p, x) give the same 
embedding of G in S. Thus in studying G and its embedding in S, we only need to 
look at the embedding of G in S by the embedding scheme @, 1) which is the lift 
of the original embedding scheme (p, A). The excess current &, at a vertex v is 
defined as &, = #(e,) + #(e2) + l l l + Q(ed), where pV = (e,, e2, . . . , ccl). 
Theorem 4. (1) If v is a vertex of G of valency d and with excess current & of 
order n in r, then G has exactly Ir(/n vertices in O-~(V). each of which has 
valency n 9 d and wrapping index n. 
(2) If F is a face of G in S which is an m-gon, then there are exactly 1 rl faces of 
G in B-‘(R), each of which is an m-gon; that is the embedding of G in S “face 
lifts” to that of G in S. 
(3) For each edge e of G, G has Irl edges in o-‘(e). 
Proof. (1) Let R,, be the region of H, the dual of G in S corresponding tov (see 
Fig. 6). Then R, is a d-gon and the excess voltage &&&, = &,) has order n in 
r. Thus, by Theorem 1.2(c) of [lo], there are lr]/n faces of H* in B-‘(R,) each 
of which is a d l n-gon; and so there are ]fj/n corresponding vertices of G in 
o-‘(v), each of which has valency d l n and of wrapping index n. 
(2) If F is a face of G and u is the corresponding vertex in H, then there are lrl 
vertices in H* in y-‘(u) each of whit,: has the same valency as u. Hence, there 
are Ir( corresponding faces of G in B-‘(F) each of which has the same size as F. 
(3) Since the edges of G are in l-l correspondence with the edges of H and 
the same is true for G and H*, the result follows from the definition of the 
derived graph H@‘. 0 
eorem 5. (1) If S is orientable, then S is orientable. 
(2) If S is non-orientable and there is a face of G which is not A-trivial, then S is 
non-orientable. 
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Pro&. (1) The singular points of B occur at the vertices of G and H by Theorem 
2, and so their number is finite. Thus, s - B-‘(V(G) U V(H)) is a covering space 
of S - (V(G) U V(H)). But the removal of a finite number of points does not 
change the orientability characteristics of the surface. Thus, if S is orientable, s 
must be orientable because a non-orientable surface cannot cover an orientable 
surface. 
(2) Notice that the embedding of G in S face-lifts to that of G in s by Theorem 
4(2). Thus, if there is a face F of G which is not A-trivial, then there is a face P of 
G in B-‘(F) which is not kivial. Therefore, s is non-orientable. cl 
4. Appiication to Gqm, 
The next theorem and corollary generalize Proposition 4 and Corollary 1 of [6]. 
Theorem 6. If G is a simplicial graph such that for each edge e = uv of G, &, and 
t),, generate disjoint subgroups of r (have only the identity in common), then c is 
simplicial. 
Proof. Consider the graphs in Fig. 7, where 8: G’* G and 0: GA+ G are the 
natural covering projections. We first observe that G has no loops, because if e’ is 
a loop in G at @, then o(Z) is a loop of G at o(6). We only need to show that G 
has no multiple edges. To do this we show that G” is simplicial. We lift the 
current assignment 9 of G to a current assignment 9’ on G* by defining 
#(e’) = e(e) for each arc e’ with 6(e’) = e. Since 0 is a covering and G is 
simplicial, G” is simplicial. Furthermore, #’ satisfies the conditions of Proposition 
4 of [6]. (Notice that the map (H@)F --* H* in Fig. 7 is a covering since y is, and 
that (H@)Fis isomorphic to (II”‘)*‘, the derived graph of HA* by @). Thus, G” is 
Fig. 7. 
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simplicial. Now, if G has m.ultiple edges, say & an & where gI # &, then 
w(tQ = CO(&) = e for some edge e of G; but by the efinition of i, K(Z,) = 1 
(Q = n(e). Thus, Zl and i$ must lift to multiple edges in Gi; which is impossible. 
Therefore, G has no multiple edges and G is simplicial. 0 
CoroBaq 7. Let (G, r, $1 be a simplicial current graph with currents in. an 
abelian group r of order n2. Suppose that for each edge e = uv of G, the 
subgroups generated b & and qJ, are disjoint and each of them is of order n in r. 
Then G is isomorphic (as an undirected graph) to the composition of G over n 
independent vertices; that is G = Gl,). 
Theorem 8. Let (G, IY, @) be a current graph with currents in an abelian group r 
of order n2. For each vertex v of G, let #,, be the excess current (the sum of all 
outward-directed currents) at v. Let k, be the index of the subgroup (&,) 
generated by &,. Suppose that for each vertex v, k = n and for each edge uv of G, 
(&JnMJ l th ts e trivial subgroup of r. Then every embedding of G in a surface 
S face-li$s to an embedding of G(,,> in a surface S with the same orientability 
characteristics as S. 
Proof. The embedding of G iu S face-lifts to an embedding of G(n) in S follows 
from Theorem 4 and Theorem 6. Thus, we only have to show that S has the same 
orientability characteristics a  S. First, if S is orientable, then S is orientable by 
Theorem S(1). Next, let S be non-orientable. Then there is a closed walk 
c =vOelvle2v2~~ 
l em v?n bn = v,) in G which is not A-trivial. Consider o-‘(c). 
Let &= (8,, &) be any lift of el in Gtnj. There is a lift of e2 in G(n) with initial 
vertex &, call it Z2 = (fi,, 6,). Continuing this process, we find the walk 
_ _ _ _ H v. e, vl e2 v2 l 0 l vm-2 e,-l vu,-1 in Gtn,, where ei = (iii-1 9 Si), i = 1, 2, . . . , 
m - 1. Finally, there is a lift of e, to an arc iTm in Gtn, with initial vertex em-1 and 
Cm = Co as its terminal vertex. Thus c’= fro Zl tiI Z2 g2 l l l EmGm, (Cm = go) is a 
closed walk in Gtnj. Furthermore, if (p, n’) is the lift of (p, A), then X(gi) = A(ei), 
.- 
Z- 1 , m and so c’ is a closed walk in GtnI which is not &trivial. Hence S is 
non-orient able. El 
Remark, If G has triangular embedding in a surface S and satisfies the conditions 
of Corollary 7, then Gtnj has a triangular embedding in a surface S with the same 
orientability characteristics a S. This follows from Theorem 8. Bouchet proved in 
[3] that if G is Eulerian which has triangular embedding in a surface S, then 
for all n 3 2, Gtnj has triangular embedding in a surface S with the same 
orientability characteristics. The connection between the two methods of embed- 
ding Gtn, in S is not clear so far and in fact may not exist. Another result which 
goes along these lines is the next theorem, which generalizes Theorem 3 of [8] 
and uses the same current distribution. 
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Theorem 9. Let k 2 3 be an integer. Then there exists a positive integer Mk with 
the following property: for every positive integer n relatively prime to .I& and for 
every simplicial graph G having chromatic number k and having triangular 
embedding in a surface S, the composition G(,, also has a triangular embedding in 
a surface s with the same orientability characteristic as S. 
Remark. If k = 3 in Theorem 9, then G is easily seen to be Eulerian and we may 
take Mk = 1 by Corollary 5.2 of [2]. But if k = 4 then we can use the current 
distribution of Theorem 3 in [8] to show that we can take Mk to be 30. By using 
the technique of nowhere-zero dual flow, Bouchet [4] proved that any triangular 
embedding of G can be lifted to a triangular embedding of G(n) for all n 
relatively prime to 30. 
Example 10. Let G = Kt,2,1 be embedded in the sphere (or in the plane) with 
currents in Z, x Z, as shown in Fig. 8. For the remaining edges, we direct them 
arbitrarily and give them the current (0,O). Thus, the excess currents of the 
vertices are & = (0,2), &, = & = (- 1, - 1) and $+,, = eb2 = (1,O). Now, if n is 
odd, then these currents atisfy the conditions of Theorem 8. Thus, for ail odd pt, 
this embedding of G face-lifts to an embedding of Gtm, = K2n,2n.n i  an orientable 
surface with n2 quadrilaterals and 4n2 triangles. By Corollary 7 of [lo], this 
embedding is a genus embedding. Therefore, using Euler’s formula, we find the 
orientable genus of K 2nS2n,n; y(K2n,2n,n) = $(3n - 2)(n - l), for all odd n. Notice 
that this formula agrees with that of Theorem 3.4 in [lo]. 
Example ll. let W, denote the suspension of the m-cycle C, = (al, a2, . . . , a,). 
That is, the graph obtained from C, by adding two independent vertices u and v 
and joining each one of them to ai, i = 1, . . . , m. Now let m 2 3 and n 2 3 be two 
integers. Then the composition (Wm)(nj has triangular embedding in an orientable 
surface in each of the following cases: 
(1) m is even and n arbitrary; and 
(2) both m and pf are odd. 
We observe first that Wm has a triangular embedding in the sphere for 
any m. 
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(1) If m is even, then W, has chromatic number 3, and the result follows from 
the remark following Theorem 9. 
(2) If m is odd, we assign to the edges of W, currents in Zn x Zn as follows: (a) 
If m = 1 (mod 4), we assign the current (1,l) to the arcs (u, a,) and (q , v), and 
the currents (1,2), (2,2), (2,1) and (0,l) to the arcs (al, a*), (u*, u3), (as, a,) 
and (ad, a,) respectively. If m > 5, then for i = 1,2, . . . , (m - 5)/4, we assign the 
currents (1, 0), (I,0 and (0,l) to the arcs (Q+z, a4i+& (Q+~, u~~+~)), and 
(as(i+1), G(i+1)+1 ) respectively. For the remaining edges, we orient them ar- 
bitrarily and give them the current (0,O). (b) If m = 3 (mod 4), we assign the 
currents (0,2) to the arcs (u, a,) and (aI, v), and the current (0, -1) and (1,O) to 
the arcs (aI, a,) and (a*, us) respectively. If m > 3, then we assign the currents 
(0, I), (1, I) and (LO) to the arcs (au, a&+1), (a&+1, Qqi+& and (Q+z, a&+3) 
respectively, for i = 1, 2, . . . , (m - 3)/4. For the remaining edges we orient them 
arbitrarily and give them the current (0,O). 
For both cases, if n is odd, then the excess current of the vertices atisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 8. Thus, (Wm)tnj has a triangular embedding in an 
orientable surface, and the proof is complete. 0 
Remark. For both cases in the above example, (Wm)<nj has n(m + 2) vertices, 
3mn2 edges and 2mn2 triangles. Thus, using Euler’s formula we obtain the 
orientable genus of (Wm)cn, as: y((Wm)& = 1 + a[mn2 - n(m + 2)], for m even 
and n arbitrary or both m and n are odd. 
5. Appkations to bipartite graphs 
The results of this section (except Example 15) generalize those in [l] and use 
the same current distributions. Let us first, recall definitions from [l]. Let S be a 
family of graphs. An S-factor of a graph G is a spanning subgraph each 
component of which belongs to S. For a bipartite graph G with bipartition A, B, 
the graph G,,,,,(A, B) = Gm,,, is obtained from G by replacing each vertex a EA 
by m vertices a1, a2, . . . , a,,,, each vertex b E B by n vertices bI, b2, . . . , b,,, and 
eachedgeabbymnedgesuibjfori=l,...,mandj=l,...,n. Ifm=n,then 
GmJA, B) = Gtnj is the composition of G over n independent vertices. 
Theorem 12. Let (G, #, I’) be a current bipartite graph with currents in an abelian 
group rof order mn. For each vertex v of G, let &, denote the excds current at v 
and let k, be the index in r of the subgroup ( & ) generated by &. Suppose that G 
has a bipartition A, B such that k,, = m for each a E A, kt, = n for each b E B, and 
that for each edge ab of G we have (&,) n (&,) is the trivial subgroup of r. Then 
every mbedding of G in a surface S face-lifrs to an embedding of Gm,,, in a sur$xe 
S with the same orientability characteristic as S. 
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The embedding of G face-lifts to an embedding of G;n,n follows from Theorem 
4, while the orientability characteristic of s c2.n be easily determined to be the 
same as that of S in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 8. 
Theorem l.3. Let G be a bipartite graph which has a quadrilateral embedding in a 
surface S. Then Gm.n has a quadrilateral embedding in a surface s with the same 
orientability characteristic as S in each of the following cases: 
(1) G has a (Pa)-factor 
(2) G has a (P,, P6)-factor and both m and n are odd. 
(3) G has a 2-factor and both m and n are odd. 
(This theorem generalizes Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 of [ 11). 
If m = n, we can use the current distribution of Theorem 4 of [l] to prove: 
Theorem 14. Let G be a bipartite graph with at least three vertices and let n be an 
odd integer. Then every embedding of G face-lifti to an embedding of G(,,) of the 
same orientability characteristic as that of G. 
More results related to thz orientable case of Theorem 14 can be found in 
[II; p. 681. 
Example 15. Let K = Qk (k > Sj, be the G-cube, with bipartition {A, B}. It is 
known [7] that the nonorientable genus of Qk is 
v(Qkj = (k - 4j2k-2 + 2, k > 5. 
Thus Qk has a quadrilateral embedding in a non-orientable surface. It is not 
hard to see that Qk has a {P!}-factor. Thus, (Qkjm,rt has a quadrilateral 
embedding in a non-orientable surface for all m and n. Using Euler’s formula, we 
obtain the non-ortentable genus of (Qk)m,n 
P(Qk)m.n = 2 + 2k-2[nm - (n + mj]. 
Finally, we note here that the notion of realizing a wrapped covering discussed 
in [S] can be generalized to include nonorientable embeddings. Let (G, I+, $j be a 
current graph embedded in a surface S by an embedding scheme (p, A), and let 
(G*)@ be the derived graph of G *. If (p*, A*) is the dual embedding scheme of 
(p, A) and (p*, n*) is the lift of (p*, a*) to (G*j*, then (p*, n*j embeds the 
graph (G’j@ in some surface, say s. Let c = ((G*j@j* be the dual of (G*j@ in s. 
Thus we have the diagram of Fig. 9, where y: (G* j @* G* is the natural covering 
projection, B: s -+ S (the extension of yj is a branched covering of surfaces, and 
o: c+ G, (the restriction of B to cj is a wrapped covering. 
A wrapped covering o: &+ G is realizable if there exist an embedding scheme 
(p, A) and a current assignment $ for G such that e = ((G*j@‘j* as in Fig. 9. 
Now, given a wrapped covering w : e -+ G and an embedding (G + Sj, of G in 
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((G*)“)*=F -5 *4J -(G ) 
Fig. 9. 
a surface S, we say that the embedding of K in S face-lifts to a realization G-, ,!? 
of o, where s has the same orientability characteristic as L-c) if there exists a 
current assignmerlt @ for which the diagram of Fig. 9 holds. 
Examples 11 and 12 give realizations of orientable embeddings, while Example 
15 gives a realization of a non-orientable embedding. 
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